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QUALITY OF EVIDENCE AND STRENGTH OF RECOMMENDATIONS:
A: Experimental or observational studies of high quality;
B: Experimental or observational studies of lesser quality;
C: Case studies (uncontrolled studies);
D: Opinion with no critical evaluation, based on consensus,
physiological studies, or animal models.

Articles were reviewed from the databases of MedLine (PubMed)
and other sources of research on an open-ended basis. The search
strategy was based on structured questions in the P.I.C.O. format (from
the initials for Patient, Intervention, Control, and Outcome).

OBJECTIVE:
To offer information on the rehabilitation treatment of patients
with lung cancer.

The descriptors used were (WeSH terms):
QUESTION 1: Lung Neoplasms AND (Exercise Therapy OR Exercise
OR Exercise Movement Techniques OR Resistance Training OR Muscle
Stretching Exercises OR Breathing Exercises);

PROCEDURES:
Therapeutic rehabilitation interventions for the main clinical
manifestations that compromise the quality of life, functionality,
and daily life activities of patients with pulmonary neoplasia in the
biopsychosocial ambit.

QUESTION 2: Lung Neoplasms AND Exercise OR Exercise Therapy
AND Preoperative AND Pulmonary Complications;
QUESTION 3: Lung Neoplasms AND (Physical Therapy Modalities OR
Exercise OR Exercise Therapy) AND (Dyspnea OR Breathing Disorders);
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QUESTION 4: Lung Neoplasms AND (Physical Therapy Modalities
OR (Exercise OR Exercise Therapy) AND Postoperative Period AND
(Fatigue OR Cancer-Related Fatigue);

INTRODUCTION:

QUESTION 5: (Cognitive Therapy OR Psychoeducational Intervention)
AND (Lung Neoplasms) AND (Quality of Life);

Lung cancer is one of the most common malignancies in Brazil and
the world.1,2 In 2008 it was the most diagnosed cancer in the United
States and also the main cause of oncological death among men.1,2
By the time of the diagnosis, more than 50% of lung cancer patients
have already metastasized.3
As for clinical manifestations, the most frequent are cough,
dyspnea, hemoptysis, chest pains, and hoarseness. Coughing is
generally present in 50-75% of the patients.3
Dyspnea is also already a common symptom at the time of the
diagnosis, occurring in approximately 25% of the cases.3 It can arise
from: obstruction of the extrinsic or intraluminal airways, obstructive
pneumonitis or atelectasis, dissemination of the tumor, lymphangitis,
embolisms of the tumor or pneumothorax, pleural effusion, or
pericardial effusion with tamponade.
These and other clinical manifestations can compromise the
functionality and quality of life, in addition to being associated with
fatigue among this population.

QUESTION 6: (Lung Neoplasms OR Lung Cancer) AND (Exercise OR
Physical Fitness OR Exercise Therapy OR Physical Fitness OR Physical
Activity) AND (Exertion OR Exercise Tolerance);
QUESTION 7: (Creatine Supplementation AND Neoplasm) OR
(Creatine Supplementation AND Cancer) OR (HMB Supplementation
AND Neoplasm) OR (HMB Supplementation AND Cancer);
QUESTION 8: (“Paullinia” OR Paullinia Cupana OR Guarana) AND
(“Neoplasms”[Mesh] OR Cancer OR Fatigue);
These descriptors were used as correlations according to the
proposed theme of the P.I.C.O. questions. After analyzing this material,
articles relative to the questions were selected that yielded evidence
on which to base the present guideline.
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Therefore, just like in other types of cancer and chronic diseases,
there is a growing concern in the search for therapeutic options to
reduce fatigue, to improve the clinical, physical, and psychological
symptoms - thereby improving the quality of life.
Accordingly, rehabilitation interventions emphasizing supervised
therapeutic exercise constitute the foundation for the adjuvant
treatment of this demographic. The Supervised Exercise Program
constitutes a therapeutic intervention recommended for many cancer
patients, including those with lung cancer, which is promoting relevant
scientific studies and broadening the knowledge on its effect on the
different clinical manifestations.
The objective of this guideline is to evaluate the efficacy of the
rehabilitation strategies for the clinical conditions that are most
common and of the greatest impact on the clinical evolution of these
patients.

in patients with various cancer diagnoses (lung, stomach, colon,
rectal) after the surgical treatment11 (B). The aerobic training also had
beneficial effects on the quality of life among patients surviving with
breast cancer12 (A).
A program of resistance exercises improved the well-being
in patients of several types of advanced cancer during radiation
therapy,13 (A) and also improved the quality of life among patients
with breast cancer during their oncological treatment (chemotherapy,
radiation therapy, or surgery)14 (A).
Supervised flexibility training significantly improves the quality
of life of cancer patients both young and middle-aged shortly after
chemotherapy15 (A).

Recommendation

Although the few studies with lung cancer patients have not revealed
any consistent results,4-7 we recommend these patients regularly spend
at least 150 minutes per week (spread out over 5 days) in physical,
aerobic, and resistance training, either combined or separately, and
supervised at first. The few studies made with this population were not
sufficient and well-enough designed for us to conclude that exercising
does not help with the symptoms of the disease, with the fatigue, and
with their quality of life. Our recommendation is based on the proven
benefits of physical exercise on patients with various types of cancer
and at various phases of their oncological treatment.

THERAPY SESSION
1.

What are the effects of physical exercise on lung cancer
patients?
The twice a day supervised training of strength and mobility in the
first five post-operative days after surgery for resection of pulmonary
neoplasia, followed by daily exercises at home for twelve weeks,
based on the guidance of a physiotherapist during admission (which
consisted of walking at the patient’s limit, treadmill work, and exercise
bicycle work at 60-80% of maximum cardiac rate for 5-10 minutes,
combined with strength training of lower members with an initial load
of between 0.9 and 1.8 kg) improved the strength of the quadriceps
(p = 0.04) in the first five days after surgery, but did not reduce the
time in hospital, nor did it improve the quality of life (p > 0.05), nor the
tolerance to exercise (p = 0.89)4 (A).
Home exercises, done daily in the post-operative period, have no
positive impact on the patient’s perception of health, but it improved
his capacity to participate in the changes and, consequently, could have
a positive effect on the lung cancer patient’s perception of health5 (A).
Breathing exercises combined with 30 minutes per day of aerobic
exercise training, at 50% of maximum cardiac rate, five days per week
for four weeks in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease,
candidates for pulmonary resection for non-small cells, improved their
exercise capacity (p < 0.001)6 (B).
A daily 90-minute program of supervised breathing exercises
combined with exercise bicycle work, exercises of the upper and lower
limbs at a moderate intensity, and walking for a period of seven weeks
increased the physical function, but did not improve the lung capacity
and quality of life in patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease and inoperable lung cancer7 (B).
Patients with various types of cancer improved fatigue after an
aerobic training program combined with resistance exercises for the
trunk and upper and lower members (with a training load of between
30 and 100% of maximum repetitions) at a minimum frequency of
twice a week during the post treatment period with radiation therapy
and chemotherapy8,9 (A), and also patients with prostate cancer during
radiotherapy found benefits in their quality of life with a supervised
aerobic exercise program combined with resistance training10 (A).
Supervised aerobic exercises with an intensity of 80% of maximum
cardiac rate done daily for three weeks reduced the fatigue symptoms

2.

Does pre-operative exercise diminish post-operative pulmonary complications in lung cancer patients?
The occurrence of post-operative complications diminished
significantly from 16.7% to 3% when respiratory physiotherapy and
aerobic exercises were intensively done in the week preceding tumor
resection surgery of the lung when compared to regular respiratory
physiotherapy (p < 0.05).16
Pre-operative physiotherapy and pulmonary rehabilitation
benefitted patients scheduled to do pulmonary resection for
neoplasia. Improved capacity and preservation of pulmonary function
was observed after surgery, however there was no clear association
with any reduction in the incidence of post-operative complications.17

Recommendation

Intensive aerobic exercises combined with respiratory physiotherapy can be recommended for healthy patients scheduled for
resection surgery for pulmonary neoplasia, for such a program shows
the capacity to improve lung capacity and perhaps reduce the risk of
post-operative complications.
3.

Does physical exercise immediately after surgery reduce
dyspnea in lung cancer patients?
A personalized, supervised aerobic physical exercise program
consisting of three weekly sessions on a cycloergometer on
alternate days for 14 weeks, running at 60% of maximum cardiac
rate for 15-20 minutes in the beginning, with increases in duration
of 5 minutes each week according to the tolerance of the patient
(evaluated by hemodynamic signals, O2 saturation, and an increase in
the maximum cardiac rate up to 70%) in patients recently submitted
to lobectomy or pneumonectomy due to lung cancer is capable of
reducing complaints of dyspnea (averages and standard deviations
pre- and post-intervention: 17 ± 5 and 20 ± 5; p = 0.007) measured in
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the evaluation of functional well-being in the scale of quality of life
from FACT-L (Functional Assessment Of Cancer Therapy-Lung).18
A personalized walking program, instituted for lung cancer
patients not scheduled for surgery or for post-operative patients, with
intensity and frequency of the walks set to increase in accordance
with the monitoring of dyspnea complaints, with the objective of
completing a circuit of ten meters as many times as possible until the
symptom of pre-exhaustion as measured by the Berg Scale, twice a
week for seven weeks improved the complaints of dyspnea based
on the EORTCQLQ-C30 Quality of Life scale (average score between
50 and 33), however demonstrating no superiority over the control
group in the immediate post-operative, nor between the surgical
and non-surgical groups, but suggesting a qualitative improvement
in their general well-being associated with the perception of the
impact of dyspnea on the physical capacity and in the reduction
of the vicious circle of dyspnea/sedentariness. Those patients who
avoided exercise out of fear of dyspnea adhered to the therapeutic
proposal with a reduction in symptoms, even though with low power
for statistical conclusions7 (B).

with the following components: preparatory information, discussion
of the experience of the symptom, exploration of the meaning and
manifestations associated with the symptoms, consultations on
strategies for facing them, and training and practice in progressive
muscle relaxation, done by patients with advanced lung cancer
(stage 3 and 4) on palliative radiotherapy, and capable of reducing
the symptoms of anxiety (p = 0.001), fatigue (p = 0.002), functional
ability (p = 0.001), and symptom clusters (p = 0.003)19 (A).
A psychoeducational intervention, done once a week for
four weeks by nurses giving guidance on education and food and
counseling before the end of life and subsequent monitoring until
death, improves the quality of life (p = 0.02) and mood (p = 0.03),
but does not improve the intensity of the symptoms (p = 0.24), nor
reduce stays in the hospital or the Intensive Care Unit, nor aid in
the search for emergency services, when compared with patients
receiving customary oncological care20 (A).
Cognitive and behavioral therapies applied by nurses for four
sessions (initial, and then after 10, 20, and 32 weeks) on breast
cancer patients (38%), lung (35%), and others with solid tumors
(colon, gynecological, lymph nodes, and uterus) can improve the
functionality, but the effect of this improvement is reduced when
more symptoms of depression are shown by patients (p < 0.01)21 (B).

Recommendation

Supervised moderately intense aerobic exercises can be
recommended for patients immediately after resection surgery for
pulmonary neoplasia, especially where there is no recommendation
for subsequent adjuvant chemotherapy. The intervention is safe
and promotes a qualitative improvement of the general respiratory
discomfort from exercise and of the dyspnea.

Recommendation

We recommend a psychoeducational program by a health
professional, preferably a psychologist trained and experienced
in caring for chronically ill patients, focusing on guiding adaptive
daily life behaviors, seeking coping strategies, and using relaxation
techniques for patients with lung cancer at any phase of the disease,
but a more intensive program for patients in the more advanced
stages and during specific treatments.

4.

Does physical exercise immediately after surgery diminish
fatigue among lung cancer patients?
A personalized, supervised aerobic physical exercise program
consisting of three weekly sessions on a cycloergometer on alternate
days for 14 weeks, running at 60% of maximum cardiac rate for 15 to
20 minutes in the beginning, with increases in duration of 5 minutes
each week according to the tolerance of the patient (evaluated by
hemodynamic signals, O2 saturation, and an increase in the maximum
cardiac rate up to 70%) in patients recently submitted to lobectomy
or pneumonectomy due to lung cancer is capable of reducing the
fatigue and leg discomfort as measured by the evaluation of fatigue
(averages and standard deviations pre- and post-intervention:
19 ± 8 and 12 ± 8; p = 0.03) measured in the evaluation of functional
well-being in the scale of quality of life from FACT-L (Functional
Assessment of Cancer Therapy-Lung).18

6.

Can a physical conditioning program for lung cancer
patients improve their tolerance for exercise?
A supervised interdisciplinary rehabilitation program of a
maximum of 20 sessions at least 5 times a week, composed of
aerobic work on an exercise bicycle for at least 30 minutes at a
moderate intensity (60 to 80% of maximum load) increased the
tolerance to physical exercise on the 6-minute walking test with
an average increase of 95.6 meters when compared with a control
group with no intervention (p < 0.001)22 (A). The same type of daily
physical training for eight weeks on an exercise bicycle and treadmill
for 20 minutes of each activity with intensity ranging from 60 to
80% of maximum load and values from 4 to 6 on the Borg Scale,
in addition to motor physiotherapy to maintain range of movement
and anaerobic strength activity of 3 to 15 repetitions with a load
between 30 and 60% of one maximum repetition (1-RM) leads to
an improvement in the 6-minute walking test: patients were able to
walk 43.2% farther (p = 0.002)23 (B).
A supervised program of exercises immediately after surgery,
twice a day, and continued as a home activity also twice a day,
supervised at least once a month for 12 weeks, with motor activities
for maintaining range of movement, strength training, gait, and free
activity on a stationary bicycle, for 5 to 10 minutes, each modality,
and of moderate intensity ranging from 60 to 80% of maximum
cardiac rate did not improve the tolerance to exercise in the 6-minute
walking test (p = 0.47)4 (A).

Recommendation

Supervised moderately intense aerobic exercises can be
recommended for patients immediately after resection surgery for
pulmonary neoplasia, especially where there is no recommendation
for subsequent adjuvant chemotherapy. The intervention is safe
and promotes a qualitative improvement from the complaint of
exercise fatigue.
5.

Will a psychoeducational program with cognitive and
behavioral therapy improve the quality of life of lung
cancer patients?
A psychoeducational program based on the patients’ training and
adoption of adaptive behaviors to delay the worsening of symptoms
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Recommendation

benefit was done with breast cancer patients. However, we must
use caution, especially in patients with cardiopathy, essential arterial
hypertension, and the elderly until more studies can show a safe
dose regarding adverse effects, such as increased arterial blood
pressure and cardiac rate.

Supervised interdisciplinary programs with aerobic training at
a moderate intensity (60 to 80% of maximum load) for at least 30
minutes per session three times per week can be recommended for
there is evidence of an improvement in tolerance to exercise, even
if the physical activity is done on a cycloergometer or a stationary
bicycle.
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